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We discuss how the excitation of high-frequency modes in adsorbed molecules may result in motion
�e.g., rotation, translation, or dissociation� of the molecules. Our study is based on rate equations and
considers one- and two-vibrational excitation processes, corresponding to linear and quadratic
dependences of the reaction rate on the tunneling current in the case the scanning tunneling
microscopy is used to excite the vibrations �inelastic tunneling�. From the results reported in this
paper it should be possible to obtain intramolecular transition rates directly from the experimental
data, and gain some understanding on how these important quantities depend on the modes involved
and on the substrate. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2007631�
I. INTRODUCTION

Using the scanning tunneling microscope �STM�, inelas-
tic tunneling may be used to selectively excite the vibrational
modes of single molecules.1 It has been shown that single- or
multiple-vibrational excitation of atoms or molecules ad-
sorbed on surfaces may result in adsorbate motions and
reactions.2–7 Figure 1 shows schematically the vibrational
ladder climbing by a direct excitation of a reaction coordi-
nate �RC� mode by tunneling electrons �green arrow�. Inco-
herent vibrational ladder climbing8–10 explains the Xe-atom
transfer between a STM tip and the substrate.11 This theory
has also been applied to explain local bond breaking for
hydrogen desorption from the H–Si�100� system.12 Coherent
vibrational ladder climbing,13 resulting from direct excitation
of the O–O stretch mode or the C–H stretch mode, has been
suggested as the mechanism for the dissociation of an oxy-
gen molecule on Pt�111� �Ref. 14� and the transformation
from trans-butene to 1,3-butadiene molecule on Pd�110�.15

In both mechanisms the reaction rate is characterized by the
power-law dependence on tunneling current, with the power
exponent representing the number of inelastic-tunneling
electrons required to overcome the potential barrier EB.

When the energy stored in a high-frequency �HF� mode
excited by tunneling electrons �black arrow in Fig. 1� is
higher than the potential barrier EB along RC of a particular
adsorbate motion, energy transfer via anharmonic coupling
from the HF mode to the RC mode �white arrow� may induce
adsorbate motion. This indirect single-electron process was
applied to explain the lateral hopping of CO on Pd�110�
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�Ref. 16� and the rotation of acetylene on Cu�100�,17 where
the excitation of the C–O ���=240 meV� and the C–H
stretch mode ���=358 meV� were found to trigger these
motions. The theory18 has clarified how the energy stored in
the HF modes is transferred to the RC modes to activate their
motions �EB=150 meV for C–O hopping and 170 meV for
C2H2 rotation�.

Stipe et al. have made a systematic experimental study
of the inelastic-tunneling-induced rotation of an oxygen mol-
ecule on Pt�111�.19 The rotation rate as a function of tunnel-
ing current for several fixed bias voltage �0.1–0.3 V� was
found to follow a power law R� In. At the bias voltage of
0.1 V, two electrons were required to induce rotational mo-
tion. Knowing that ��=87 meV for the O–O stretch mode,

FIG. 1. Schematics of a simple two-dimensional potential along the in-
tramolecular stretch QA–B and along the reaction coordinate q. It is implicitly
assumed that the barrier for the A–B bond-breaking �dissociation� Ediss is
higher than the barrier EB associated with the RC mode. There are two ways
to overcome EB: �a� Coherent or incoherent vibrational ladder climbing
�green arrow� involving direct excitation of the RC mode by tunneling elec-
trons. �b� If ���EB anharmonic coupling between the high-frequency A–B
stretch mode excited by tunneling electrons �black arrow� and the low-

frequency RC mode allows the excitation of the RC mode above EB.

© 2005 American Institute of Physics07-1
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��=37 meV for the frustrated rotation mode and
EB=150–175 meV for the rotation barrier, rotation may be
induced by the excitation of the O–O stretch mode by a
two-electron process. However, this requires an anharmonic
coupling between the two modes. This also implies that the
energy transfer via anharmonic coupling dominates over the
direct excitation of the frustrated rotation mode by many
tunneling electrons. Furthermore, the molecule finally disso-
ciates at the same voltages �0.2–0.4 V� that induced the ro-
tation. Ho suggested that the O2 molecule is rotating when it
is being excited by tunneling electrons to dissociate.20 Since
the rotation barrier is lower than the dissociation barrier
�380 meV�, it is easier to excite the rotation. Ho speculated
that the rotation may be coupled to the dissociation, but there
is no direct experimental evidence to support his claim. In-
deed, Teillet-Billy et al.21 proposed a theory assuming that
one can induce O2 rotation directly by the tunneling elec-
trons. It is still an open question how one can control the
rotation or dissociation with a suitable combination of tun-
neling current and bias voltage. A search of the threshold
bias voltage above which rotation or dissociation can be in-
duced at fixed tunneling current is expected to provide more
insights into the elementary processes responsible for differ-
ent motions of O2 on Pt�111�.

Recently Pascual et al.22 reported that they could selec-
tively excite vibrational modes in an ammonia molecule
�NH3� on Cu�100� as a way to break the chemical bond
between NH3 and the copper surface, or alternatively to in-
duce the molecule to move laterally on the surface. The re-
action outcome was controlled by selecting the bias voltage
so that the energy of the tunneling electron was enough to
excite the preferred vibrational mode and the tunneling cur-
rent was modified to select the excitation rate. The two
modes investigated are the N–H stretch mode, and the um-
brellalike bending mode. Although most of the vibrational
excited states quickly relax by transferring their energy to the
substrate, a small fraction of the vibrational excited mol-
ecules convert their vibrational energy into hopping or de-
sorption from the surface. They found that translation, with
the activation barrier of EB=300 meV, is induced by a single
excitation of the N–H stretch mode �408 meV�, while the
double excitation of the N–H mode �two-electron process� is
required to desorb the molecule �EB=600 meV�. Thus the
indirect process involving the vibrational excitation of the
HF modes by tunneling electrons dominates over the direct
multiple excitations of the relevant low-frequency RC
modes. Selective control of single-molecule motions by tun-
ning tunneling currents and electron energies has also been
reported by Kim et al.23 for rotation and hopping of C2H2 on
Pd�111�. These sophisticated experiments not only reveal
how competing reaction pathways can be selectively acti-
vated within a single molecule, but also demonstrates a new
approach for identifying the reaction pathways in complex
systems.

The purpose of this work is to discuss single- and two-
electron processes for adsorbate motions induced by the vi-
brational excitation of the HF mode and/or the RC mode.
The present discussion does not focus on any particular ex-

perimental situations. We present coupled rate equations de-
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scribing the evolution of the vibrational population of the HF
mode and of the RC mode. With a reaction we mean a pro-
cess by which the RC mode is excited above the barrier. The
equations are solved to obtain the reaction rates by single-
and two-electron processes. This allows us to study how the
reaction rates depend on the inelastic-tunneling fraction, the
anharmonic intermode couplings, and on the vibrational
dampings.

The reaction rate RRC can be written as the product of
the excitation rate �RC�m→n� times the probability
NHF���,RC�m��N�,m that the HF mode is in state ���=0,1 ,2�,
and the RC mode is in state m�m=0,1 ,2 , . . . �:

RRC = �
m,n

�RC�m→n�N�,m. �1�

Here n stands for the vibrational continuum of the RC mode
above the barrier EB. When the vibrational energy �� of the
HF mode is larger than EB, a reaction can occur in a single-
electron process, where the HF mode decays by transferring
energy to the RC mode via anharmonic interaction, resulting
in the excitation of the RC mode from the ground state to a
state above the barrier. In this case �RC�m→n� is the rate of
energy transfer from the HF mode to the RC mode and �
=1 and m=0 in Eq. �1�.

If 2���EB��� the RC mode can be excited above EB

either by the decay of the �=1 state excited twice, or by
energy transfer from the �=2 state of the HF mode �popu-
lated by ladder climbing from the �=1 state�. These indirect
excitation processes correspond to NHF���,RC�m�=N1,m and
N2,0, respectively. Furthermore, if ��+m���EB �where m
denotes the intermediate excited states of the RC mode� a
cooperative process leading to a reaction is possible where
both the HF and the RC modes are excited by tunneling
electrons. In addition to these processes mediated by the an-
harmonic coupling between the HF and the RC modes, a
direct excitation of the RC mode above EB without involving
the HF mode is also possible. Dependent on the relative time
scale between the rate of vibrational damping and the inelas-
tic tunneling, the theory of incoherent multiple single-step
vibrational ladder climbing,8–10 and coherent multiple-
vibrational excitation13 have been successfully applied to ex-
plain dynamical processes of adsorbed atoms and molecules
induced by inelastic-tunneling electrons.

In the following the rate equations for the level popula-
tions NHF���,RC�m� are solved to obtain the reaction rate by
single- and two-electron processes. In particular, we explore
all the possible two-electron processes, which are character-
ized by the fraction of tunneling electrons that lead to vibra-
tional excitation �inelastic-tunneling fraction�, the strength of
the anharmonic mode coupling, and the vibrational damping
rates of the HF and the RC modes. This allows us to examine
what type of the two-electron process dominates depending
on these key parameters.

II. SINGLE-ELECTRON PROCESS

Experiments have shown that the excitation of the C–O
stretch vibration for CO on Pd�110� and the N–H vibration

for NH3 on Cu�100� can lead to transnational motion of the
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molecules.17,22 Similarly, excitation of the C–H mode for
C2H2 on Cu�100� can induce the rotation of the molecule.18

A common feature of these systems is the appearance of a
threshold bias voltage �corresponding to the C–O, N–H, and
C–H vibrational excitations� above which transnational or
rotational motion of the molecules is induced.

Figure 2 depicts a single-electron process where anhar-
monic mode coupling between the HF mode �excited by tun-
neling electron� and the RC mode results in the excitation of
the RC mode to a level above EB. We will denote this pro-
cess as

��:0 → 1���:1 → 0�RC:0 → n� . �2�

Here �� :0→1� stands for a process where a tunneling elec-
tron excites the HF mode � from the ground state �=0 to the
first excited state �=1. Also, �� :1→0 �RC:0→n� denote a
process where the HF mode decays from its first vibrational
excited state �=1 to the ground state �=0 while the RC
mode is excited from the ground state to a level n above the
barrier EB. This transfer of energy from the HF mode to the
the RC mode n is possible because of the anharmonic cou-
pling between the two modes. In general, this process may
involve depositing some energy � in the continuum of
electron-hole pair �EHP� excitations �for metals� or bulk
phonon excitations. Thus, in general ��=��n+�.

The reaction rate RRC induced by the single-electron pro-
cess schematically depicted in Fig. 2 is

RRC = �
n�nth

1

	��1→0�RC�0→n�
N1,0, �3�

where

1

	��1→0�RC�0→n�
�4�

is the transition rate of deexciting the � mode from its first
excited state to the ground state while exciting the RC mode
from its ground state to the higher-lying states n. The n sum
is over all the levels n�nth above the top of the barrier EB

that satisfy the energy conservation ��=��n+�. It is as-
sumed that any frictional coupling to the surroundings does
not quench the excited state above EB before the molecule

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of a single-electron process. The decay of the
high-frequency �HF� mode with the energy ��EB excites the low-
frequency reaction coordinate mode from the ground state localized at the
bottom of the RC-potential well to the unbound state just above the top of
the barrier, in competing with EHP excitations.
has been able to pass the top of the potential barrier. Here we
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have also neglected thermal effects. The calculation of 	�,RC

requires, in general, a detailed knowledge of the potential-
energy surface of the system.

We also obtain

dN1,0

dt
= p�N0,0 −

1

	�

N1,0 − �
n

1

	��1→0�RC�0→n�
N1,0, �5�

where p� is the transition rate to excite the �=1 state by the
inelastic tunneling, and is written as p�=
�I in terms of the
inelastic-tunneling fraction24 
� and the electron-tunneling
rate or current I. The vibrational damping 	� is due to low-
energy excitations �EHP excitations25,26 and bulk phonons�.
Equation �3� and the approximate condition N0,0=1 used be-
low are based on the assumption that p�	��1, otherwise one
has to include the population of higher vibrational states and
electron-tunneling-induced deexcitation.

The reaction rate can be calculated by assuming a sta-
tionary state so that dN1,0 /dt=0, which gives

N1,0 = 	̃�p�N0,0, �6�

where the total relaxation rate of the first excited state of the
� mode is given by

1

	̃�

=
1

	�

+ �
n

1

	��1→0�RC�0→n�
. �7�

Using Eqs. �3� and �6� and the condition N0,0=1 leads to the
reaction rate

RRC =
	̃�

	�,RC
� 
�I , �8�

1

	�,RC
� = �

n�nth

1

	��1→0�RC�0→n�
. �9�

When the vibrational damping rate 1 /	� is much larger
than that due to the intermode coupling 1/	�,RC, Eq. �8� re-
duces to

RRC =
1

	�,RC
� 	�
�I , �10�

where 	� /	�,RC
� is the ratio of the rate of excitation of the RC

mode above the potential barrier EB�����, and the decay
rate of the � mode into low-energy excitations in the sub-
strate.

Equation �10� describes a process involving a single
electron, and thus the number of events per electron is con-
stant as experimentally observed for CO and NH3 translation
on Pd�110� and Cu�100�, respectively. The calculation of
1 /	�,RC depends on the model of anharmonic coupling be-
tween the � mode excited by a tunneling electron, and the
low-frequency frustrated mode �energy ��� associated with a
particular motion of a molecule. Our previous theory16 that
studied how the energy stored in the HF mode is transferred
to transnational or rotational energy along the RC coordinate,
in competion with the fast vibrational relaxation through

electron-hole pair �EHP� excitation, gives
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1

	�,RC
� �

1

	�
	���

EB

2

�3/2e−2�, �11�

where �� is the anharmonic coupling between the � mode
and the low-frequency frustrated mode �translation or rota-
tion� and �=EB /��. It has been shown �see Ref. 16� that the
anharmonic intermode coupling enables the RC mode to be
directly excited from the ground state to an unbound con-
tinuum state above EB. This theory agrees in the order of
magnitude with the experimental result of a CO hopping rate
on Pd�110�. It can also explain why CO hopping is not ob-
served on Cu�110�; this follows from the small �� and a
large � �see Refs. 18 and 16 for more details of the qualita-
tive difference between CO on Pd�110� and Cu�110��.

We note that for adsorbates on metals, vibrational relax-
ation rates are usually much larger than the intermode cou-
pling rates 1 /	�,RC. Thus, for example, for CO on Pd�110�,
the vibrational relaxation rate of the C–O stretch vibration is
in the order of 1 /	��1012/ s, while 1 /	�,RC

� �103/s, where
the RC mode corresponds to lateral hopping. For adsorbates
on semiconductors or insulators, however, the situation may
be very different because HF modes may have long lifetimes.
One extreme example is CO on NaCl�100� �Ref. 27� where
the damping of the C–O stretch mode due to the phonon
excitation in the substrate is very weak, 1 /	��102/s.

We note that when the bias voltage V is larger than
ERC /e, the energy of a single tunneling electron is sufficient
to directly excite the RC mode above the barrier.14 In this
case the single-step process13 dominates over multiple-step
processes if the vibrational relaxation rate is much larger
than the maximum electron-tunneling rate.

III. TWO-ELECTRON PROCESSES

We now consider all the possible two-electron processes,
which result in a reaction in a single molecule. Here we
neglect the back energy transfer from the RC mode to the HF
mode. This means that HF mode is only excited by tunneling
electrons, whereas the RC mode is excited either by tunnel-
ing electrons or by intermode anharmonic interaction with
the HF mode in the excited states.

We decompose all the possible reaction channels into
three classes A, B, and C.

Process A:

��:0 → 1���:1 → 0�RC:0 → m� � ��:0 → 1�

���:1 → 0�RC:m → n� + ��:0 → 1���:1 → 2�

� ��:2 → 1�RC:0 → m���:1 → 0�RC:m → n�

+ ��:0 → 1���:1 → 2� � ��:2 → 0�RC:0 → n� . �12�

Here �� :0→1� stands for a process where a tunnel electron
excites the HF mode � from the ground state �=0 to the first
excited state �=1. �� :1→0 �RC:0→m� denotes a process
where the HF mode decays from its first vibrational excited
state �=1 to the ground state �=0 while the RC mode is
excited from the ground state to any level within a bundle of
levels which we collectively denote by m, as depicted in Fig.
3. This transfer of energy from the HF mode to the bundle m

is possible because of the anharmonic coupling between the
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two coordinates. Since both the RC mode and the HF mode
have discrete energy levels ���m and n��, respectively�
rather than a continuum of levels, energy conservation re-
quires depositing some energy � in the continuum of EHP
excitations �for metals� or bulk phonon excitations. Thus, in
general ��=��m+�. The bundle of energy levels m is de-
fined so that excitation from any levels within the bundle can
give rise to a reaction. This requires that the separation be-
tween the lowest level within the bundle m and the top of the
RC barrier must be equal to or smaller than ��. Further-
more, the separation between the highest level in the bundle
m and the lowest level in the reaction coordinate well must
be at most �� since this is the maximum possible energy
transfer from the HF mode.

The first term in Eq. �12� describes a process where the
HF mode is first excited by a tunneling electron, followed by
a deexcitation accompanied with the transfer of energy �via
anharmonic coupling� to the RC mode. This process is then
repeated while the RC mode is excited to a level above the
top of the barrier EB. The second term describes an event
where the HF mode is first excited to its second excited state
�=2 by two inelastic-tunneling events, followed by two de-
excitation processes where energy is transferred to the RC
mode, which is again excited to a level above the top of the
barrier EB. The last term is allowed when the HF mode is
anharmonic. In this case the second excited state of the HF
mode can return to its ground state in a single step, while
energy is transferred to the RC mode to overcome the barrier
EB. This is a two-electron version of a single-electron pro-
cess shown in Fig. 2, in a sense that the RC mode undergoes
the direct transition to the bundle n without populating the
intermediate bundle m.

Process B:

��:0 → 1���:1 → 0�RC:0 → m��RC:m → n�

+ �RC:0 → m���:0 → 1���:1 → 0�RC:m → n� . �13�

This is a process where both the HF mode and the RC mode
are excited by tunneling electrons, and where transfer of en-
ergy from the HF mode to the RC mode again leads to the
excitation of the latter above the barrier EB. In this second
process the top of the bundle m is determined by the applied
bias voltage, not by ��.

The processes A can induce molecular motion �reaction�

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of bundle of intermediate excited and final
states �gray areas� of the RC mode. See text for details.
if the potential barrier EB is lower than 2��. This is the case
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for NH3 desorption from Cu�100� surface, where
��=408 meV �N–H vibration� and EB=600 meV.22 On the
other hand, processes B can occur if ��+��m�EB �one
electron excites the RC mode from the ground state to the m
state�, or if ��+��n−��m�EB �the intermediate excited m
state, which results from the deexcitation of the � mode, is
further excited above EB by another tunneling electron�. For
instance, in the case of NH3 desorption from Cu�100�, the
overtone excitation of the umbrella mode �with the energy
��U�140 meV� satisfies ��N–H+2��U�EB. Furthermore,
the inelastic-tunneling fraction 
U�4�10−3 of the funda-
mental excitation of the umbrella mode is larger than

N–H�8�10−4 for the N–H mode, and the EHP damping
rates 1 /	N–H=0.26�1012/ s and 1/	U=0.04�1012/ s. These
calculated quantities using density-functional theory7 may
not be accurate, but suggest that process B is a possible
reaction pathway for NH3 desorption from Cu�100�.

Process C: �RC:0 → m��RC:m → n� �14�

is a reaction induced by a step-by-step direct excitation of
the RC mode by two tunneling electrons, where each step
involves multiple-vibrational excitations from 0→m and
from m→n. Thus, in contrast to processes A and B, C does
not involve the HF mode.

IV. REACTION RATE

Using Eq. �1� the reaction rate due to all the two-electron
processes described above is given by

RRC =
N1,m

	��1→0�RC�m→n�
+

N2,0

	�2→0�RC�0→n�
+ pRC

m→nN0,m, �15�

where m and n stand for the bundle of vibrational levels in
the RC-potential well �see Fig. 3�. That is, when the RC
mode is in any of the energy levels in the bundle m, the
transfer of energy �� from the HF mode to the RC-mode or
direct excitation of the RC mode by inelastic tunneling is
used to excite the RC mode to a level in the bundle n above
the barrier EB.

The first term in Eq. �15� represents a subclass of the
processes A and B, and

1

	��1→0�RC�m→n�
�16�

is the transition rate for the deexcitation of the HF mode
�=1 while simultaneously exciting the RC mode from the
bundle m to the bundle n. The second term represents one
process from class A, and

1

	��2→0�RC�0→n�
�17�

is the overtone �2→0� deexcitation rate of the HF mode that
enables the RC mode to be directly excited to the bundle n.
The third term is due to the direct excitation of the RC mode
to the bundle n above EB by coherent multiple-vibrational
excitation from its intermediate bundle m that is populated

either through decay of the HF mode �process B� or by the
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initial excitation of the RC mode from the ground state by a
tunneling electron �process C�.

The rate equation for N1,m describing the HF mode in the
first excited state and the RC mode in the intermediate
bundle m is given by

dN1,m

dt
= p�N0,m +

N2,0

	��2→1�RC�0→m�
+ pRC

0→mN1,0 − 2p�N1,m

−
1

	�

N1,m −
1

	RC
N1,m −

N1,m

	��1→0�RC�m→n�
. �18�

There are three processes which positively contribute to
N1,m: from N0,m by a tunneling current p� to excite the HF
mode, from N2,0 via the energy transfer 1 /	��2→1�RC�0→m� to
the RC mode through the deexcitation of the � mode to the
first excited state, and from N1,0 by a tunneling electron
pRC

0→m=
RC
0→mI, where 
RC

0→m represents the inelastic-tunneling
fraction that excites the RC mode from the ground state to
the intermediate excited state m by a coherent multiple-
vibration excitation. The explicit form of pRC

0→m �and 
RC
0→m�

could be obtained, for example, using a theory developed by
Salam et al..13 Starting with the result for the probability that
an electron tunnels inelastically via an adsorbate resonance
by exciting the RC mode from the ground state to the mth
excited states,28 they derived an explicit expression for the
rate of coherent multiple-vibrational excitation by inelastic-
electron tunneling. It is noted here that Persson29 has pre-
dicted that when �� /��1 and �� /��1 �where � and ��
are the width of the relevant adsorbate-induced resonance
state and the electron-vibration coupling, respectively�, in-
elastic tunneling via multiple-vibrational excitation is negli-
gible; a large width � implies a short electron-vibration in-
teraction time resulting in a small probability for
multivibrational excitation. This is indeed the case for CO
chemisorbed on metal surfaces where � is about 1 eV or
more. On the other hand, for �� /��1, multiple-vibrational
excitation can be effective. It is also obvious that inelastic
tunneling via multiple-vibrational excitation by a single elec-
tron is possible only if eV�n��, where n2.

	RC in Eq. �18� is the average time it takes for the RC
mode to make a transition from the bundle m to any lower-
lying levels in the reaction coordinate well. This relaxation
process may involve several transitions between vibrational
levels. Since the spacing between vibrational levels of the
RC mode may be very small, the vibrational transition
m→m−1 must involve the energy transfer to EHP or sub-
strate phonons. Note also that 1 /	��2→1�RC�0→m� or
1/	��1→0�RC�0→m� must involve the continuum of low-energy
excitations �EHP or bulk phonons� in order to satisfy the
energy conservation. However, the second excitation m→n
of the RC mode above the barrier does not necessarily re-
quire additional low-energy excitations because of the con-
tinuum scattering states above EB associated with molecular
motions. The damping rate 1 /	RC of the RC mode must be
smaller than or comparable to 1/	� and/or tunneling current
rate, since the RC mode should remain in the bundle m to
accept a sufficient energy either from the HF mode or from a

tunneling electron.
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In a similar fashion we obtain

dN0,m

dt
=

N1,0

	��1→0�RC�0→m�
+

1

	�

N1,m + pRC
0→mN0,0 −

1

	RC
N0,m

− pRC
m→nN0,m − p�N0,m, �19�

where N0,m is populated from N1,0 at a rate 1 /	��1→0�RC�0→m�
that represents the excitation of the RC mode to the m states
by the deexcitation of the HF mode to the ground state, and
by a direct excitation of the RC mode from the initial state
N0,0. We also have

dN2,0

dt
= 2p�N1,0 −

2

	�

N2,0 −
N2,0

	��2→1�RC�0→m�

−
N2,0

	��2→0�RC�0→n�
, �20�

where we used that the damping rate 1 /	��2→1� of the �=2
state is twice 1/	�=1/	��1→0� of the �=1 state,30 and

dN1,0

dt
= p�N0,0 +

2

	�

N2,0 +
1

	RC
N1,m − 2p�N1,0 −

1

	�

N1,0

− pRC
0→mN1,0 −

N1,0

	��1→0�RC�0→m�
. �21�

These coupled rate equations for N1,m, N0,m, N2,0, and
N1,0 are solved using the basic assumption of a weak inelas-
ticity, i.e., we neglect the electron-tunneling-induced depopu-
lation in Eqs. �19� and �21�. This assumption implies that we
can neglect −2p�N1,m and −2p�N1,0 in the right-hand side of
Eqs. �18� and �21�, respectively. For small adsorbed mol-
ecules on metal surfaces typically 
�=1�10−3 �see Refs. 24,
31, and 32� and 	�=1�10−12 s �see Ref. 25� and with the
tunneling current of 1 nA, corresponding to 0.6�1010 e / s,
one obtains p�	�=6�10−6�1. On the other hand, large mol-
ecules, or molecules separated from the �metal� substrate by
a thin nanometer thick spacer layer, or molecules adsorbed
on semiconductors, may have vibrational lifetimes of order
of nanoseconds or longer. In such cases, if we assume the
tunneling current of 100 nA and 
�=10−2, one obtains
p�	��1. In this case we must include more terms �higher
multielectron processes� in the rate equations studied above,
and the HF mode can no longer be treated as a three level
system ��=0,1 ,2�, but higher levels should be included.
Furthermore, in addition to inelastic-tunneling events where
the tunneling electrons excite the adsorbate to higher levels,
one must include inelastic-tunneling processes where tunnel-
ing electrons absorb vibrational quanta from the excited mol-
ecules.

The solutions of Eqs. �18�–�21� give the reaction rate for

the process A;
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RRC
A = � 	1,0

	��1→0�RC�0→m�

	1,m

	��1→0�RC�m→n�
	RC

+ 2
	2,0

	��2→1�RC�0→m�

	1,m

	��1→0�RC�m→n�
	1,0

+ 2
	2,0

	��2→0�RC�0→n�
	1,0p�

2, �22�

where

1

	1,0
=

1

	�

+
1

	��1→0�RC�0→m�
, �23�

1

	1,m
=

1

	�

+
1

	RC
+

1

	��1→0�RC�m→n�
, �24�

1

	2,0
=

2

	�

+
1

	��2→1�RC�0→m�
+

1

	��2→0�RC�0→n�
�25�

represent the total decay rate of N1,0, N1,m, and N2,0, respec-
tively. The first term in this equation corresponds to an acti-
vation of the RC mode via the step-by-step decay of the
�=2 mode, while the second term represents a twice deexci-
tation of the �=1 mode. These two reaction paths are sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 4. The last term represents the
process shown in Fig. 5. Here the lifetime of the RC mode
plays no role since the RC mode is directly excited to the

FIG. 4. Twice decays to the first excited state �black downward arrow� or
the step-by-step decay from the second excited state of the HF mode to the
ground state �blue and green downward arrows� through intermode energy
transfer to the RC mode, in competing with electron-hole pair �EHP�
excitations.

FIG. 5. In the presence of the anharmonicity of the HF mode, the direct
deexcitation to the ground state enables the RC mode to be excited above EB
without populating its intermediate states.
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bundle n above EB by the deexcitation of the HF mode from
�=2 to �=0. If we assume, as is typically the case, that the
population damping rates 1 /	� and 1/	RC are much faster
than any intermode coupling rates 1 /	�,RC, to leading order
in 	�,RC/	� and 	�,RC/	RC, Eq. �22� is simplified to

RRC
A = 	 1

	�

+
1

	RC

−1

� 	 	RC

	�

1

	��1→0�RC�0→m�

1

	��1→0�RC�m→n�

+
1

	��2→1�RC�0→m�

1

	��1→0�RC�m→n�

�
�	��2I2

+
1

	��2→0�RC�0→n�
�
�	��2I2. �26�

The reaction rate due to the cooperative process B de-
picted in Fig. 6 is obtained as

RRC
B = �	1,0 + 	RC�

	1,m

	��1→0�RC�m→n�
p�pRC

0→m

+
	1,0

	��1→0�RC�0→m�
	RCp�pRC

m→n �27�

�	 1

	��1→0�RC�m→n�

RC

0→m

+
1

	��1→0�RC�0→m�

RC

m→n
	�
�	RCI2, �28�

where the first term represents a process in which two tun-
neling electrons excites the HF and RC mode to the first
excited and the mth intermediate excited state, respectively,
indicated by p� and pRC

0→m �black upward arrows in Fig. 6�,
respectively, and the decay of the HF mode to the ground
state further excites the RC mode from m to the unbound
states n above the barrier �green arrow�. This reaction path

FIG. 6. Cooperative and direct excitation processes. �a� Each tunneling elec-
tron excites the � and the RC modes to the first excited state and the inter-
mediate excited state m, indicated by p� and pRC�0→m� �black upward ar-
rows�, respectively. Decay of the � mode further excites the RC mode from
m to the unbound states n above the barrier �green arrow�. �b� Decay of the
� mode excites the RC mode from the ground state to the mth excited state,
and another electron excites the RC mode from m to the unbound states
above the barrier �not shown in this figure�. �c� The RC mode excited to m
by pRC�0→m� is activated above EB by another tunneling electron �black up-
ward arrow�.
requires a longer lifetime of the RC mode than that of the HF
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mode, otherwise the excited RC mode leaves the bundle m
before obtaining the energy from the HF mode necessary in
order to excite it above the barrier EB. Another tunneling
electron then activates the RC mode above the barrier before
the intermediate state of the RC mode is deexcited below the
critical level �below which a tunneling electron is unable to
excite the mode above the barrier�. The second term involves
the reverse order of the excitation processes, in which energy
transfer from the HF mode �excited by a tunneling electron�
to the RC mode excites the latter from the ground state to the
intermediate bundle m, followed by the excitation of the RC
mode to a state above the barrier EB by another tunneling
electron. In this case too, the RC mode must be so long lived
that it with large enough probability remains in the excited
state before the next excitation �by another tunneling elec-
tron� occurs.

The reaction rate of the process C �also shown in Fig. 6�,
which does not require any help of the HF mode, is simply
given by

RRC
C = 	RC
RC

0→m
RC
m→nI2. �29�

Because of the incoherent two-step excitation, the reaction
rate is proportional to 	RC. Equation �29� can be extended to
an incoherent multiple single-step ladder climbing in the
truncated oscillator model by replacing pRC�0→m� with
pRC�0→1�

m = pRC
m , and pRC�m→n� with pRC

n−m, where pRC=
RCI.
This gives RRC

C =	RC
n−1
RC

n In, where 	RC is the lifetime of a
single-vibrational level, not as the bundle of vibrational
states, and n is a number of the vibrational levels in the
potential well, in agreement with Gao et al.8

Now, let us examine which two-electron process be-
comes dominant over others depending on the inelastic-
tunneling current �p� , pRC�, the vibrational damping �	� ,	RC�,
and the intermode coupling �	�,RC�. For p�	�� pRC	RC, the
processes A �Eq. �26�� becomes dominant over the processes
B �Eq. �28�� and C �Eq. �29��. Among the three different
reaction pathways in the processes A the population of the
second excited state of the HF mode is extremely small for
1 /	��1/	RC so that the excitation of the RC mode via the
step-by-step decay �the second; �=2→1→0� is unlikely
compared to the twice decay of the first excited state �the
first term; 2� ��=1→0��. In the opposite limit where the HF
mode remains long enough in the first excited state, there is
higher probability for it to be excited to the �=2 state so that
the step-by-step decay process of the HF mode �the first term
of Eq. �12�� becomes dominant in the reaction rate. Thus, the
ratio of the vibrational damping rate of the � mode and the
RC mode determines the reaction pathway. Decay in one
single step of a doubly excited HF mode �the last term of Eq.
�26�� seems unlikely due to the inefficiency of the anharmo-
nicity of the HF and the RC modes. This is consistent with
density-functional theory �DFT� calculation for the desorp-
tion of NH3 from Cu�100�.33

According to the experimental results of NH3 motion
�translation and desorption� on Cu�100� �Ref. 22� the total
reaction probability exhibits a threshold at �400 mV corre-
sponding to excitation of the N–H mode at low tunneling
current I below 0.5 nA, where translation is induced by a

single-electron process. An additional threshold appears at
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�270 mV, consistent with the energy of two umbrella mode
quanta. This suggests that process B �Eq. �28�� �excitation of
both the N–H mode and an overtone of the umbrella mode
by tunneling electrons� contributes to the two-electron pro-
cess of NH3 desorption. The five times larger inelastic-
tunneling probability and longer lifetime of the umbrella
mode than those of the N–H mode calculated by Lorente
et al.7 also support the involvement of the process B. This
implies that the dominant reaction path of NH3 desorption
changes from the process A to B with an increase in tunnel-
ing current.

As for the process C it has been predicted that the inco-
herent multiple excitation rate dominates actually over the
coherent one when the vibrational relaxation rate is much
larger than the tunneling rate through the resonance �see Ref.
13�. Equation �29� includes both vibrational excitation
mechanisms. The indirect excitation of the RC mode through
intermode coupling with the HF mode will dominate over the
stepwise ladder climbing of the RC mode if the lifetime of
the RC mode is very short. This is certainly the case for
hopping of CO on Pd�110�,17 NH3 on Cu�100�,22 and for the
rotation of C2H2 on Cu�100�,18 and for the desorption of
NH3 from Cu�100�.22

The reaction pathways to induce and to control the dy-
namical motion of a single molecule by two tunneling elec-
tron processes require more systematic experiments, includ-
ing studies of the current and bias voltage dependences of
the reaction yield, and theoretical efforts in order to gain a
deeper insight into the coupling between the initial vibra-
tional �or electronic� excitation, and the nuclear motion of
adsorbates along the relevant reaction coordinates.34

V. SUMMARY

We have discussed how the excitation of high-frequency
modes in adsorbed molecules may result in motion �e.g.,
rotation, translation, or dissociation� of the molecules. Our
study is based on rate equations and considers one- and two-
electron processes. The parameters which enter in the rate
equations are inelastic-tunneling rates, vibrational relaxation
rates and, most importantly, intermode anharmonic coupling
rates 1 /	�,RC. Some of these rate coefficients can be obtained
experimentally, e.g., from studies of vibrational relaxation
using pump and probe methods or other techniques. The in-
tramolecular transfer rates are harder to obtain from indepen-
dent experiments, but may be estimated from potential-
energy surfaces calculated using the density-functional
method. Conversely, from studies of the type reported in this
paper it should be possible to obtain intramolecular transition
rates such as 1/	��1→0�RC�0→m� directly from the experimental
data, and gain some understanding on how these important
quantities depend on the modes involved and the substrate.
For adsorbate vibrational relaxation, involving the transfer of
the energy to the substrate as low-energy electronic excita-
tions or bulk phonons, such an understanding already exists
based on theoretical calculations and on experimental results
obtained using infrared spectroscopy, inelastic helium atom

scattering, and various pump and probe spectroscopies. The
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information described above will clarify the microscopic
mechanism of how to selectively manipulate single adsorbed
molecules at surfaces.
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